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Blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) optimize
foraging efficiency by balancing oxygen use and
energy gain as a function of prey density
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Terrestrial predators can modulate the energy used for prey capture to maximize efficiency, but diving animals face
the conflicting metabolic demands of energy intake and the minimization of oxygen depletion during a breath
hold. It is thought that diving predators optimize their foraging success when oxygen use and energy gain act
as competing currencies, but this hypothesis has not been rigorously tested because it has been difficult to measure
the quality of prey that is targeted by free-ranging animals. We used high-resolution multisensor digital tags attached to foraging blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) with concurrent acoustic prey measurements to quantify
foraging performance across depth and prey density gradients. We parameterized two competing physiological
models to estimate energy gain and expenditure based on foraging decisions. Our analyses show that at low prey
densities, blue whale feeding rates and energy intake were low to minimize oxygen use, but at higher prey densities
feeding frequency increased to maximize energy intake. Contrary to previous paradigms, we demonstrate that blue
whales are not indiscriminate grazers but instead switch foraging strategies in response to variation in prey density
and depth to maximize energetic efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
Understanding how animals balance energy gain and metabolic expenditure is a central challenge of physiological ecology. Optimal foraging theory typically predicts the maximization of a single currency,
such as the proportion of time spent on foraging, energy gain, or energetic efficiency (1–3). To maximize performance, particulate feeders
that target single prey items are predicted to increase time spent on foraging as a function of increased prey patch quality (2, 4). However,
terrestrial grazers, which are often categorized as batch or bulk foragers,
have physiological limitations that influence handling and digestion
times, thereby resulting in foraging strategies that prioritize time minimization foraging strategies relative to energy maximization (5). Some
marine suspension-feeding vertebrates, such as baleen whales (Mysticeti),
have been likened to terrestrial grazers (6, 7), where the combination
of large body size and feeding in bulk on low–trophic level resources
yields an energetically efficient foraging strategy (8). Although many
whales feed on zooplankton or fish, their ancestry and digestive physiology (for example, multichambered stomachs and specialized bacteria)
support the prevailing hypothesis that baleen whales are functionally
convergent with terrestrial grazing herbivores (7). The most recent radiation of gigantic marine suspension feeders is represented by several
baleen whale lineages (Mysticeti) (9), the largest of which include several rorqual species that exhibit an extreme lunge filter-feeding strategy whereby large volumes of prey-laden water are intermittently
engulfed and filtered.
In contrast to particulate-feeding toothed whales (Odontoceti),
baleen whales exhibit several modes of bulk filter feeding, ranging from
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continuous ram filter feeding (bowhead and right whales, Balaenidae)
to intermittent engulfment feeding (rorqual whales, Balaenopteridae).
Balaenids swim at slow steady speeds to drive prey-laden water into the
mouth (10), whereas rorquals accelerate forward in a rapid lunge to
engulf discrete mouthfuls of targeted prey patches (8). Lunge filter
feeding in rorquals is facilitated by a complex suite of morphological
and biomechanical adaptations that enhance the extensibility of the
throat pouch (11). Because of the acceleration and high drag associated
with engulfment, the energetic cost of lunge feeding is predictably very
high, estimated up to 50 times the basal metabolic rate for a similarly
sized terrestrial mammal (12). Lunge feeding is a high-cost, high-benefit
foraging mode that confers high energetic efficiency when engulfing
very dense prey patches (8). However, the average densities of zooplankton over broad spatial scales are often several orders of magnitude below the critical threshold required to support the body size of
the largest whales (13, 14). Therefore, rorquals must target dense and
often deep prey patches for high prey intake and efficient foraging; otherwise, the energetic cost of lunge feeding will greatly exceed the energy
gained from the captured prey (8).
Because rorqual whales are air-breathing divers that exhibit a highcost feeding mechanism, they are under considerable pressure to optimize
their foraging success when oxygen use and energy gain act as competing currencies (15). Longer dives require extended oxygen recovery
time at the sea surface, thereby increasing the energy cost of a dive per
unit time and decreasing the amount of time devoted to foraging at
depth (16, 17). The prevailing hypothesis is that foraging behavior is
primarily modulated by oxygen use, such that dive duration and lunge
frequency are reduced to minimize the amount of oxygen expended and
resultant surface recovery time, which we have termed the oxygen conservation strategy (1, 17, 18). In contrast, we hypothesize a threshold
response, such that at low prey densities air-breathing foragers will exhibit low feeding rates and short dive durations to conserve oxygen,
whereas at high prey densities feeding rates should increase to maximize energy gain. The trade-off between an energy-maximizing strategy (extended dive duration, increased feeding rate, and increased
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in the largest lunge filter feeder, the blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus),
because they are extremely dependent on dense krill patches for energetically efficient foraging (8). By using concurrent foraging and prey

oxygen consumption) compared to an oxygen-conserving strategy
(shortened dive duration, decreased feeding rate, and decreased oxygen consumption) is diagrammed in Fig. 1. We tested this hypothesis
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Fig. 1. Theoretical response of blue whale diving-foraging performance as a function of prey density and depth on high-density (left) and lowdensity (right) density prey patches. (A) Portions of an individual’s dive are referenced by equation parameters including dive time (t), bottom time (t),
surface time (s), and number of lunges (L) marked with black circles. Recovery time at the surface increases greater than a 1:1 relationship with oxygen use;
thus, conservation strategies significantly decrease time spent at the surface. (B and C) Foraging on two prey patches that vary in density and depth
demonstrates the trade-off between the two approaches. Solid black points show hypothetical lunges, hollow white points show abandoned lunges
(for example, the dive is aborted before these lunges are performed), and the dashed gray line shows the time at which the whale aborted the foraging
dive. The two foraging scenarios illustrate the difference between the strategies (B) maximizing energy gain by increasing lunges per dive at the expense
of oxygen when prey density is high and (C) minimizing oxygen use by decreasing lunges per dive. The red line shows hypothetical oxygen stores termed
the theoretical aerobic dive limit (TADL). The blue line shows relative energy gain, whereas the red line shows the oxygen use, demonstrating the trade-off
between oxygen and energy when feeding at depth. Energy gain is greater per lunge when foraging on dense prey, but lunge costs remain the same. To
optimize foraging efficiency (energy gain relative to energy used), when dense prey patches are available, we hypothesize that a whale will perform more
lunges resulting in (i) a longer dive, (ii) more energy gained, and (iii) more oxygen consumed (B). This differs from a low-density prey scenario, where
minimizing oxygen use while foraging is more important than maximizing energy gain (C).
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data, we show that blue whales modulate their feeding rates to optimize
energetic efficiency as a function of prey patch depth and density.

RESULTS
The feeding performance of tagged blue whales widely varied as a
function of prey density and distribution. We analyzed tag data from
55 adult blue whales: 14 blue whales with concurrent prey measurements from 2011 to 2013 off the coast of California and 41 blue whales
without prey from 2001 to 2010 (8, 19). Tag data with temporally and
spatially coincident prey data included 374 foraging dives and 631 lungefeeding events. The maximum depth of foraging dives ranged from 41
to 310 m, and dive times were 0.4 to 15.9 min in duration. Krill patch
densities averaged across blue whale foraging bouts varied from 30 to
550 krill m−3 at depths of 55 to 360 m. The tag data showed that maximum lunge frequency (defined as the greatest number of lunges observed per dive for each whale) was greatest at about 280 m in depth,
followed by a secondary peak in maximum lunges per dive at 115 m
(Fig. 2). The greatest number of krill patches was found at depths between 115 and 235 m, but krill density was highest (>200 krill m−3)
between 110 and 175 m with a secondary peak at 305 m.
The total number of lunges per depth bin and the average number of lunges per dive both positively correlated with prey density (R2 =
0.24 and 0.25, respectively) and the number of prey patches (R2 = 0.12
and 0.29, respectively). We found that blue whales foraging on low
krill densities fed at low rates (two to three lunges per dive), aligning

Z (m)
Total no. of lunges

No. of krill patches

Fig. 2. Vertical partitioning of feeding lunges and prey. Whale foraging
parameters (left) and krill patch metrics (right) are plotted with common
depths on the y axis from 2011 to 2013 individuals. The total number of
lunges across all whales (gray bars) and maximum number of lunges per
dive (blue) are shown on the left, whereas the number of krill patches by
centroid depth bin (white) and krill density per patch (red) are shown on
the right. Both the number of patches and krill density are important
metrics to understand dive behavior of foraging blue whales.
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with the predicted oxygen-conserving strategy, but increased their feeding rates (four to eight lunges per dive) when foraging on denser
patches (Fig. 3). Most tagged whales performed foraging dives within their predicted aerobic capacity (TADL), but a few individuals
incurred an oxygen debt to extend foraging times on dense krill
patches. Although it may be a continuum, the blue whales appeared
to switch between oxygen-conserving and energy-maximizing foraging strategies as a function of krill density (Fig. 3A). This shift in
diving behavior was predicted to occur at 175 krill m−3 [95% confidence interval (CI), 81 to 245 krill m−3], although no krill patches were
measured between 100 and 200 krill m−3 (Fig. 3B; R2 = 0.66). Our
analyses suggest that these two strategies (oxygen minimization and
energy maximization) result in a divergence in efficiency at a prey
density threshold of ~100 krill m−3, above which increasing feeding
rates to maximize energy gained was more efficient than lowering
feeding rates to minimize oxygen use [Fig. 3C; slopes significantly different, ANCOVA P < 0.001].

DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that foraging blue whales minimize oxygen use by
decreasing the number of lunges per dive when feeding on low-density
krill patches. In contrast, blue whales maximized energy intake, at the
expense of high oxygen use, by increasing lunge-feeding rates when
targeting dense krill patches. Optimal foraging theory predicts that
an animal should remain in a patch as long as energy gain is greater
than the cost of foraging (3). However, this principle does not reflect
the need to optimize multiple components of foraging, including the
rate of energy gain, movement costs, time minimization, and energetic
efficiency (20). An additional challenge for air-breathing marine predators is that they often perform deep dives in search of prey, and must
decide whether to reduce foraging effort to conserve oxygen consumption or increase feeding rates to maximize energy gain (2, 4). Although
we have tested two explicit hypotheses related to oxygen conservation
and energy maximization, our study shows that these two processes
are not mutually exclusive and that animals may seek to optimize both
for maximum overall energy efficiency.
The principles of optimal foraging theory have been tested in
controlled environments for terrestrial and marine organisms (4, 21),
but rarely have these relationships been examined in the wild (22–24).
Dive duration, dive depth, and surface time for air-breathing predators
are often correlated, such that a deeper dive results in longer foraging
bouts and increased recovery at the sea surface (1). Oxygen has been
shown to act as a constraint on foraging time in amphibious mammals,
where surface search methods resulted in longer dives compared to
those at depth when prey was constant, termed the “aqualung effect”
(25). Models have predicted that air-breathing diving animals will remain in a prey patch longer when patch quality is higher, and deeper dives
are less likely to be terminated as a function of prey quality (2, 26). However, field tests with particulate feeders have shown equivocal results,
where patch departure differed from theory based on patch quality
predictions or time spent foraging (20, 23, 24, 27). For large grazing
ungulates such as wood bison (Bison bison athabascae Rhoads), the relationship between patch residence time and patch quality is more robust, where individuals fit a time-minimizing model more often than an
energy maximization model (5). For diving pinnipeds, the relationship
between dive duration and prey availability is more complex. Harbor
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seals (Phoca vitulina concolor) spent more time at depth when prey encounter rate was low (28). In contrast, southern elephant seals (Mirounga
leonina) aborted dives earlier when prey concentrations were low over
broad spatial scales (20). The distinction between these two predators
may correspond to the difference in their maximum dive depths and
need for oxygen conservation on long dives, similar to blue whales
shown here. The novelty of our findings is that we empirically show that
blue whales switch between time-minimizing and energy-maximizing
foraging strategies as a function of prey density. Therefore, we suggest
that the flexibility of these foraging strategies allows blue whales to optimize their energy gain from patchy and ephemeral resources over
broader spatiotemporal scales and thus maintain their large body size.
The observed foraging behavior in this study showed a strong delineation between individuals conserving oxygen when prey density
was less than 100 krill m−3 and other individuals maximizing energy
gain when prey density was greater than 200 krill m−3 (Fig. 3B). These
data support previous estimates of the minimum prey densities of 100
krill m−3 required to maintain the basic energetic demands of blue
whales (8), but we also observed a baseline foraging effort of one to
three lunge-feeding events per dive on lower densities of prey. This
low feeding rate may be a mechanism used by whales to assess prey
density on a dive-by-dive basis so that whales can respond quickly and
increase feeding rates when dense krill patches are encountered at
depth. The cost of lunge feeding is so high that blue whales must locate and exploit krill patches that are greater than 100 krill m−3 to support not only maintenance costs but also the ability to acquire an
energetic surplus for migration and reproduction (8, 29). Here, we
show that blue whales are able to target high-density krill aggregations
and respond to these high-quality prey patches by increasing feeding
rates to maximize efficiency.
Our estimates of energetic efficiency, defined as the ratio of the energy gained from assimilated prey to the energy expended during foraging, suggest that blue whales were able to double their foraging efficiency
by increasing lunge-feeding rates on high-density krill patches (Fig.
3C). However, at low krill densities (~100 krill m−3), our efficiency estimates for these two predictions converge, suggesting that modulating
feeding rate will have little effect on foraging efficiency when prey
patch quality is low. It is unknown how bulk filter feeders detect prey
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Fig. 3. Blue whale optimal foraging behaviors relative to krill density.
(A) Predicted number of lunges as a function of dive depth based on
models of energy gain (blue dashed line) and oxygen conservation (black
line). The estimated TADL for a 22-m whale, the point at which an individual goes hypoxic, is shown in red (8). The maximum number of lunges per
dive with concurrent measured krill densities (size and color of circles) are
plotted against dive depth (n = 14 whales). Historical maximum lunges per
dive (n = 41 whales) that were collected in the absence of prey measurements are plotted with gray symbols. (B) The difference in residuals
(residualsEq. 2 − residualsEq. 1) between maximum lunges per individual
whale and the two foraging models shows the point at which individuals
switch from maximizing energy (positive) to conserving oxygen (negative;
R2 = 0.66). The reference of 100 krill m−3 below which it has been hypothesized to be energetically inefficient to forage (8) is shown in dashed gray
line. CIs (95%) are shaded in gray. (C) Efficiency rates, the ratio of the energy gained divided by all energy expenditures, estimated on actual krill
density measurements using both foraging models (oxygen use and energy gain) are shown in black circles and blue squares, respectively. The
two efficiencies have significantly different slopes [analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA), P < 0.001]. CIs (95%) around both models are represented by
dotted lines.
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aggregations in the open ocean, but research suggests that physical
cues such as oceanographic fronts play a major role in guiding search
behavior in basking sharks (30). At similarly broad scales, blue whales
may use past memory and social cues to find persistent hot spots (31),
but at fine scales, they likely use multiple sensory modalities to assess
prey density, from visual cues to mechanosensory feedback, after the
first lunge-feeding event of a given dive of a foraging bout (32). Because
lunge feeding is energetically costly, an increase in feeding rate on lowdensity prey patches will cost more energy relative to that of assimilated prey. Thus, we posit that the low feeding rate foraging strategy
allows blue whales to assess the prey field while conserving oxygen as
predicted by optimal foraging theory. Such a strategy may allow blue
whales to have greater aerobic capacity to devote to longer dives when
high-quality prey patches are encountered at depth.
Collectively, our analyses clarify the behavioral scope and energetic
niche available to blue whales across patchy and heterogeneous prey
fields. Our results demonstrate that blue whales are not indiscriminant
grazers as previously depicted (6, 7), but rather their intermittent
bulk filter-feeding strategy enables the efficient exploitation of discrete
patches of dense prey (7). Although we examined the dive-by-dive scale
of foraging decisions, we currently lack an understanding of how
feeding performance varies across broader seasonal and annual time
scales, ultimately translating to population dynamics. Although blue
whales may expend more energy per lunge with increased maneuvering when foraging on a less-dense prey patch (32), the high efficiency
when foraging on dense prey patches is likely critical in maintaining a
long-term energetic surplus. By maximizing efficiency while feeding,
blue whales can satisfy the tremendous energetic demands required of
their large body size and reproductive biology. Efficient foraging facilitates the development of massive lipid reserves required for long-distance
fasting during migrations to low-latitude breeding grounds (8, 31, 33).
This life history strategy is common in many gigantic bulk filter feeders
that exhibit an ecomorphology that confers a low energetic cost of
transport across ocean basins and high-energy intake during brief seasonal foraging bouts (34).
A large body size reflects successful strategies to maximize energy
intake while simultaneously minimizing the costs associated with foraging (6, 35). Among all the gigantic terrestrial grazers and marine suspension feeders, rorquals are unique in that their bulk-feeding mode is
intermittent. Compared to “marine grazing,” or continuous ram filter
feeding that is exemplified by Balaenid whales [bowhead whales (Balaena
mysticetus) and right whales (Eubalaena sp.)] and basking sharks
(Cetorhinus maximus) (36, 37), lunge feeding in rorqual whales is predictably more efficient at consuming a patchy resource. Lunge feeding
allows for rapid prey patch engulfment and increased patch-switching
ability because rorquals exhibit an increased engulfment capacity relative to the duration of engulfment. For example, a blue whale can engulf
about 80 m3 of prey-laden water in 7 s, whereas a continuously ramfeeding bowhead whale would require 25 s to filter the same target
volume (38). Blue whale lunge-feeding speeds of up to 5 m s−1 greatly
exceed the escape speeds of krill (<1 m s−1) (39), and a blue whale
could therefore consume an entire 80-m3 prey patch in a single gulp
compared to several slow-moving passes (~1 m s−1) that would be required by a continuous ram feeder (10, 38). However, continuous ram
filter feeding is predictably less costly than intermittent lunge feeding
because of low swimming speeds and hydrodynamic mechanisms associated with the engulfment apparatus that may decrease drag during
foraging (37). As a consequence, continuous ram filter feeders may
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exhibit lower threshold biomass densities compared to intermittent
filter-feeding rorqual whales (36, 40).
As blue whales represent an extreme in rorqual size and physiology, smaller rorqual species may have different behavioral strategies
that maximize foraging efficiency. For example, humpback whales
and fin whales often feed on krill sympatric with blue whales (14, 41)
yet can also target fish. This approach allows them to remain longer in
a foraging location but may not offer the energetic efficiency that krill
specialization strategies likely confer (8, 12, 14). Given that krill are seasonally recurrent, yet are inherently patchy prey resources in many
ecosystems, this pairing of krill specialization with an intermittent engulfment mechanism results in optimized efficiency in foraging behaviors and supports the energetic demand required by the large-bodied
blue whales. However, quantifying and rigorously testing the mechanisms
that large, free-ranging predators use to successfully forage has been
difficult to demonstrate experimentally in the open ocean. Our results
provide evidence of how the combination of morphological specialization and behavioral plasticity shapes the foraging energetics and functional ecology of the largest predators.

METHODS
Tag data
We used noninvasive, high-resolution, digital acoustic recording archival
tags (DTAGs) to investigate the feeding behavior and ecological decisionmaking of foraging blue whales. The 7-m rigid-hulled inflatable tag
boat approaches the whale from the rear (often on the last breath of
a surfacing sequence in between longer dives), deploys the suction cup
tag using a 6-m carbon-fiber pole, and then quickly moves away from
the whale (38). The DTAG is programmed to release from the whale using
an electric corrosive release that floods the suction cups, floats to the surface,
and is located via an onboard acoustic very high frequency transmitter.
DTAGs contain a sensor suite that includes a pressure transducer,
triaxial accelerometers and magnetometers that allow the measurement of
fine-scale foraging behavior under the surface, and embedded stereo
hydrophones (42). All DTAGs were calibrated before deployment (42),
and upon recovery, the sensor data were downloaded and analyzed. All
auxiliary sensor channels were sampled at 50 Hz but were decimated to
5 Hz in post-processing. The orientation of the whale, swimming
strokes, and acceleration rate of change (that is, “jerk”) were calculated
from the raw accelerometer signals and used to identify individual feeding lunges (19). The data were collected during SOCAL (Southern
California) behavioral response studies (43), but all data during and
within 1 hour of sound exposure were not included in this study. We
examined historical dive data from 2001 to 2010 (n = 41) from DTAG
and Bioacoustic Probe deployments (8, 19, 44) collected in the coastal
waters of southern California without prey measurements and DTAG
deployments on blue whales from 2011 to 2013 (n = 14) that included
concurrent measurements of prey.
Prey data
We quantified the prey field in the vicinity (<1 km) of tagged blue
whales using dual-frequency Simrad EK60 echo sounders (38 and
120 kHz) (45) that were calibrated following standardized methods
(46). The acoustic backscatter was sampled at 10 Hz with pulse widths
of 512 and 256 ms for the 38- and 120-kHz beams at 12° and 7° width,
respectively, thereby measuring acoustic density [scattering volume
5 of 7
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(SV)] for specific prey patches. The echo sounders were continuously
towed between 2 and 5 knots in a clover leaf sampling design protocol
to measure anisotropy in prey patch size (45). Mapped prey schools
were detected using the SHAPES (Shoal Analysis and Patch Estimation System) school detection algorithm (5-m linking distance) within
Echoview 5 (www.myriax.com) incorporating a −75-dB threshold. We
used net tow samples, combined with published krill size distributions,
to calculate a mean adult krill length of 28 mm in this region (47). We
calculated an estimate of krill target strength of −75 dB based on mean
lengths described above and published target strength-length relationships
to estimate krill density in grams per cubic meter of seawater (47). Krill
target strength estimates and acoustic patch densities were used to convert
acoustic backscatter to estimates of krill density (no. m−3) (46). We also
examined the difference in scattering between the 120- and 38-kHz
acoustic data to ensure that schools were consistent with krill scattering
properties. For each krill patch that was detected, we measured krill
density, patch height, and mean patch depth. We calculated the position of the tagged whales during each surfacing series using a laser range
finder and Global Positioning System and only used data for prey
patches that were <1 km from foraging whales for further analyses.
Foraging equations
We used two equations to examine the trade-off between oxygen conservation and energy gain (18, 26). The oxygen conservation equation
calculates foraging duration as a function of minimizing surface time,
whereas the energy-maximizing equation calculates foraging duration
as a function of patch density. We parameterized the relationship of
oxygen use as a function of diving using estimates summarized by
Doniol-Valcroze et al. (18) and revised the energetic cost estimates from
Potvin et al. (12) to generate metabolic rates for each component of
a blue whale dive. Potvin et al. (12) reported lunges lasting 80 s for
blue whales, which result in an estimated energetic cost of 343.98 kJ
(17.1 liters of O2). These values were compared to previously published
estimates to examine the range of energetic parameterization for blue
whales, and the most conservative estimates were used in comparing
the two strategies. Houston and Carbone’s (1) equation of oxygen use
was able to incorporate specific behavioral costs (for example, engulfment metabolic rate, basal metabolic rate, and prey approach metabolic
rate; table S1) (12). Oxygen use is calculated as a trade-off between
surface oxygen repletion, storage, and behavioral costs (dive and lunge;
Eq. 1). Because surface time increases nonlinearly with oxygen depletion, minimizing oxygen use results in a significant time reduction between foraging bouts (17)
Kð1 − e−as Þ ¼ m1 t þ m2 t

ð1Þ

where K is the total oxygen storage (liters of O2), a is the rate of oxygen
replenishment (liters of O2 • s−1), s is the surface time (seconds) versus
m1 (forage costs; liters of O2 • s−1), t is the forage time (seconds), m2 is
the travel cost (liters of O2 • s−1), and t is the travel time (seconds).
Energetic gain was modeled using a simple equation as a function
of time spent foraging, patch quality, and an energy conversion factor
(Eq. 2) (26)
g ¼ a : tx

ð2Þ

where g is the energy intake (kJ s−1), a is the energy conversion factor
(kJ), t is the time in patch (seconds), and x is the patch quality (unitless).
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For the energy gain model, we examined the average patch quality
(krill density) compared to the maximum patch quality measured
across all whales rather than fitting the equation to individual whales
or patches. This averaged approach allowed us to test the dive behavior
of each whale against two competing models. Historical dive data without prey data were included to examine broader patterns in the context
of these model predictions. Our results were limited to examining a
single best-fit form of the gain function (second-order polynomial)
rather than multiple potential forms of the equation (22). We used
individual lunges as a discrete metric of feeding performance, given
that rorqual whales exhibit a clear kinematic signature during lunge
feeding (19) that is not easily discerned in other animals.
The maximum number of lunges per dive for each whale was used
as the common currency among energy use and oxygen consumption.
We also estimated TADL, the length of a dive at which a blue whale
would transition from aerobic to anaerobic oxygen use, based on
previously published equations (8). These equations were plotted with
depth on the x axis and the predicted number of lunges on the y axis.
The residuals between theory (as predicted by Eqs. 1 and 2) and observed feeding performance were subtracted from each other (residual
difference = residualsEq. 2 − residualsEq. 1) to examine whether individual foraging dive decisions conformed more closely to conserving oxygen (Eq. 1) or to maximizing energy gain (Eq. 2). Positive values
indicate that the number of lunges per dive more closely aligns with
an energy-maximizing approach, whereas negative values indicate closer
alignment with an oxygen conservation strategy. The intercept of the
linear regression represents the threshold between these two foraging
strategies. We combined the energetic expenditures of diving, lunge
feeding, filtering, and surface recovery time (12) as an estimate of total
dive cost, with lunges predicted by the oxygen conservation and
energy gain based models. The energetic efficiency of foraging was
calculated using a ratio of energy gain per dive divided by the costs
associated with the foraging described above (8). These methods provide a range of parameters for oxygen use estimation for North Pacific
blue whales and a calibrated energy gain equation to quantify observed
foraging strategies relative to prey patch density and depth.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/1/9/e1500469/DC1
Table S1. Reparameterization of equations used in optimal foraging models from Houston and
Carbone (1), Doniol-Valcroze et al. (18), and Mori et al. (26).
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